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Lisa Anderson

Welcome to My Bookshelf!

“

How appropriate that her role is Director of Boundless at Focus on the Family 
because Lisa Anderson is “all that” in every measure—boundless in enthusiasm for 
this ministry to young adults as well as in so many other aspects of her full life.

A reader (as evidenced by the pix she generously shared upon request), Lisa is 
also an author (The Dating Manifesto) and contributor of two of the most favorite 
recipes in our AAA Family Cookbook (!).

While some may not want you to know that the shelves of their personal library are 
a jumble of random, unread books, true to her transparency in all things, Lisa “tells 
it like it is” ... just look!

My main bookshelf at home is complete chaos right now because — as an aspiring minimalist — I will read most of these books and 
then pass them along to others.

The categories run the gamut from leadership to self-help to theology (thanks to Crossway for making me look uber-spiritual) to gothic 
romance and mystery to memoir.  My latest book purchase is a history of my alma mater, Trinity International University. 

On Christmas Day, my neighbor went to be with Jesus at 97 years young.  She bequeathed to me her entire collection of Jan Karon 
“Mitford” novels.  I haven’t started them yet, but my mom read the whole series, so on the recommendation of these two ladies I will 
tackle those as well. 

I’ve set up my Goodreads app this year to track my progress because (#truth): Social media and Netflix have cannibalized my reading 
time.  Ten books completed so far this year, which is already behind on my annual goal.  But I persevere!  

Boundless is an award-winning ministry of Focus on the Family with the goal of helping young adults embrace responsibilities, 
own their faith, date with purpose, prepare for marriage and family, and above all, honor God in everything.  Through a menu 
of impacting tools (including a robust website with resources such as articles and a group blog, a weekly podcast/broadcast, 
newsletters and more), Boundless exists to help young adults navigate the path to maturity with biblical wisdom and intention in the 
context of strong community.

The popular Boundless Show is 26:00 length, hosted by Lisa includes a lively mix of interviews, discussion, Q&A opportunities and 
more.  Via Amb-OS, the program is also available for customization with your station ID.  If you don’t yet air The Boundless Show, we 
urge you to take a listen for fresh, compelling content … then contact Jennifer@ambaa.com for clearance.

BOUNDLESS
INDEED!
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Did You Know?


